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J u s t  T r y i n g  t o  A d d a  L i t t l e  V a r i e t y . . . .
Ed Finch's Nephew, Brian Drenth, shakes his booty with the Pom Pon Squad during halftime
o f the last Laker game, March 2. Brian has made it to every home basketball game this year
to cheer on his uncle and strut his stuff. „ , - ,
Photo! Bob Cooley
Work Abroad Offers Foreign Summer
Ottawa County Pays 
M-45 More Attention
Karen Goff
International Education Exchange
New York, NY, —More than 
6.000college students are expected 
to head overseas this summer for 
temporary jobs in London 
bookshops, New Zealand kiwi 
groves, Parisian bakeries and Black 
Forest resorts, according to the 
Council on International 
Educational Exchange (CIEE), 
now in the 20th year of conducting 
its Work Abroad program.
“What makes working abroad 
so popular is not just the job one 
finds but the chance to be more 
than a tourist by taking part in the 
daily life of a country,” says Sarah
Grossi, program coordinator.
Participants bypass the usual 
administrative process for work 
permits to work on a temporary 
basis in France, the United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Costa Rica, 
New Zealand, the Federal Republic 
of Germany and Jamaica.
In each country, a national 
student organization helps U.S. 
students find jobs and lodgings. 
Last year, 5,500 students from 
more than LOOOU.S. colleges took 
part in the program and, on average, 
found a fob in three days.
Great Britain remains the 
overwhelmingly favorite 
destination for American students, 
who are welcomed as workers in
Syrek
News Writer
London pubs, shops and offices 
from Laura Ashley to the Hard 
Rock Cafe as well as in the 
farmlands .and resorts of the 
countryside. “ I t’s almost 
impossible not to find work in 
London,” says Boston College 
student Kelly Clifford.
There is an $82 fee for the 
program, which is open to students 
18 and older, currently studying in 
the U.S. at an accredited college or 
university. Details and 
applications are available from 
CIEE, Dept. 16,205 East42nd St., 
New York, NY 10017, 212-661- 
1414.
Outon M-45, just east of Linden 
Ottawa County Sheriff 
Deputy Jeff Mucha was halfway 
through a bottle of diet cola when 
he made his first speeding ticket 
stop of the morning.
He pulled behind the speeding 
Monte Carlo that he clocked doing 
65 mph and started the revolving 
lights atop his cruiser. Both 
vehicles pulled over to the side of 
the road.
Traffic rushed by as Mucha 
leaned over and questioned the 
driver. After evaluating the 
motorist’s attitude, Muchadecided
to
get the message across—even 
though the driver was guilty of 
both speeding and not wearing a 
seatbelt.
“I feel that one ticket is enough 
to jog his memory to wear the 
(seat) belt and keep his speed 
down,” he said.
Mucha, a 10-year veteran in the 
sheriff’s department, says he alone 
cannotrsolve-the problems of M- 
45. To put the brakes on speeding 
and carelessness, he said, he needs 
the help of motorists who use the 
road regularly.
Other traffic-safety issues along 
the state truckline include passing 
stopped school buses, illegal 
passing on curves and hills, and 
failing to wear seat belts.
“Everyone thinks that we are 
out to get them— the students and 
workers. We are just enforcing 
the laws in order to make M-45 a 
safer road,” said Mucha, who 
cruises M-45 weekdays from 7am 
to 3pm. Much of the morning is 
spent watching for drivers who 
illegay ly zip right past school buses 
flashing for a stop.
“People run through the (school) 
bus stops. I pull them over and 
they say T didn’t sec the bus.’ 
How can someone miss a yellow 
semi in the middle of the road, 
with flashers?” he asked. “I just 
want people to know that I am out 
here, and to drive cautiously.”
On a recent Thursday morning
shift, speeders driving in excess of 
70 mph whipped up and down M- 
45 as Mucha studied the flow, 
trying to give violators every 
benefit of the doubt.
“I only write violations that I am 
100-percent sure about. Many 
- times I can’t catch a violator due to 
the road conditions. It would be 
more of a hazard turning around, 
disrupting traffic and chasing the 
violator down that to let one get 
away.”
Mucha is LakeMichigan Drive’s 
first-ever full-time patrol officer. 
The new patrol was funded with 
$21,000 state grant along with 
$14,000 in county funds.
Mucha began his patrol on 
February 13 and since he began 
there has not been a serious 
accident on M-45. Most days he 
writes about a dozen tickets, but 
on this day he notched 16.
“Sometimes it takes a slap on 
the wrist to get the message across 
about safety. Others can get 
everything (fines) against them and 
they won’tcareabit,” Mucha said.
Many of the citations he writes 
are for the secondary offense of 
not wearing a seat belt He often 
gives drivers a break by warning 
them on the primary violation for 
which they were pulled over— 
and then only writing them up for 
the $35 seat belt fine.
“Of the 25 fatalities I have seen, 
all but two would be alive today if 
they had been wearing a seat belt,” 
he said, giving life to his ardent 
support of the Mic higan safety belt 
law.
Mucha said one driver pulled 
along side him and then passed his 
cruiser while Mucha was doing 60 
mph.
“Some people are just asking 
for tickets. To top it off, the driver 
wasn’t even wearing a seat belt,” 
Mucha said.
As the weather warms, Mucha 
said, his patrolling hours will 
probably shift to catch later traffic 
to and from the beach.
While the new full-time patrol 
has been praised by many as a step
See M-45, p. 2
Last Basketball game is 
Bittersweet for Grand Valley. 
9
GVSU to Host Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, & Letters
The attendees, representing dealing with Michigan politics; andGVSU Public Relations
More than 700 scholars and 
researchers will convene at the 
L.V. EberhardCcnteron theGrand 
Rapids campus on Friday, March 
17. lor the 93rd annual meeting ol 
the Michigan Academy of Science, 
Arts, and Letters.
A highlight ol the meeting will 
be a presentation by Martin Bowen, 
one of the researchers who 
discovered and explored the 
Titanic aboard (he deep 
submersible ALVIN. Bowen will 
speak at the luncheon session.
more than 50 public and private 
colleges and universities, as well 
as business, industrial, and other 
educational and cultural 
organizations from around the 
Midwest, will hear and discuss 
more than 300 reports in a wide 
variety ol fields, from 
administration, anthropology, and 
Asian studies, to literature, medical 
sciences, Slavic and EasiEuropean 
studies, and women's studies.
Featured symposia include one 
sponsored by the Poliucal Science 
Section on forthcoming books
a n o th e r , c o - s p o n s o r e d  , by the 
Forestry, Wildlife, and Zoology 
Sections, on “Biological Diversity 
in Michigan Forest Ecosystems.” 
According to Science and 
Mathematics Dean P. Douglas 
Kindschi, who is Vice President of 
the Academy and official host for 
the meeting, “Thirty-five different 
papers will be presented to the 
Academy by Grand Valley faculty 
and graduate students.”
Among the topic titles in other 
symposia: ‘The Effects of Gender 
Bias on Personnel Evaluations,”
“The Draconian Powers of the 
Internal Revenue Service.” 
“George Bush’s Acceptance 
Speech: Creating (L'Tclereal’ 
Presence,” “The Earliest Jewish 
Immigrants to Muskegon, 
Michigan.”
There will be a special Saturday 
morning session on March 18 of 
the J un lor Academy for high sc hcxil 
students.
For more information about the 
meeting, contact LaDon 
Gustafson, 774-6620 or Science 
and Mathematics Divisioh, 895- 
2261.
^V etsO ffe r Scholarship^
Chicago, March 3—The 
Veterans Administration an- 
nonnc«noday that $8 million 
is available in scholarships to 
nursing and physical therapy 
students for the 1989-90 school 
year.
Awards are for third- and 
fourth-year students in bacca­
laureate nursing and physical 
therapy degree programs, as 
well as master’s degree pro­
grams in certain specialties.
VA officials said recipients 
receive tuition, educational 
v ___________ See VETS, p.2)
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in the right direction, some say it 
isn't enough to make a dent in 
accidentand casualty rates on what 
some call “Accident Alley."
Ralph Dewey Sr., o f6693 Lake 
Michigan Drive, of Allendale 
Township, charges the patrol is 
only doing half the job. “They are 
missing the boat on the biggest 
number of violators. They have 
the morning covered, but the patrol 
ends at 3pm and they miss five 
o'clock rush hour ”
Many times, he said, he has
driven at 60 mph on M-45 only to 
watch as cars rush by. “I thought 
my speedometer was busted for a 
while, when cars were going by so
fast”
Lisa Phillips, of1002664th Ave., 
of Allendale Township, said she 
travels M-45 during the evening 
and she hardly ever sees patrols. 
“The cruiser should patrol the 
morning and the evening rush. It 
is good what they are trying to do, 
but they could do better.”
On his recent Thursday morning
patrol, Mucha pulled his cruiser 
over to the side of the road and 
parked it clearly in view of a bus 
dropping off kindergartners about 
100 yards away.
“I don'tlike to hide from people. 
The more visible I am, the better 
effect I have," Mucha said.
At that moment, a  car went 
racing by the flashing lights of the 
stopped bus. Mucha sighed and 
took off after the car.
“Here we go again,” he said.
expenses and a monthly stipend of 
$621. in exchange, participants 
agree to serve as a full-time regis­
tered nurses or physical therapists 
in a V A medical center for aperiod 
of one year for each year of schol­
arship support The maximum 
length of a  scholarship award is 
two years.
Requests for applications may 
be made to the Chief of Nursing 
Service or the Chief of Rehabilita­
tion Medicine at any VA medical 
center. Applications may also be 
requested from the Nursing or PT 
programs or the financial Aid Ad­
ministrator at schools with accred­
ited baccalaureate and master's 
programs. '■
Choral
Auditions
Set
Auditions for next fa ll’s 
ensembles will be held the week of 
March 13. Openings exist in all 
sections o f GVSU Singers, 
Madrigal ensemble and Music in 
Motion. Membership in these 
groups is by audition only.
Festival Chorale, which 
rehearses on Tuesday evenings 
from 7 to 9, is open to nav singer 
without an autition. All choral 
ensembles may be taken for one 
credit For additional information 
regarding the choral groups or 
auditions contact Prof. Ellen Pool 
at ex t 3612 or ex t 3484 or sign up 
for an audition on the office door 
of room 157 in the Calder Fine 
Arts Center._________________
University Apartments
5219-67 Rich (Street Allendale, MI 49401 (616)895-5086
F a l l /S u m m e r  R enta l  Information
New Tenant Sign-ups will Begin at 9am, March 16,1989 in the Kirkhof Center Lobby. An initial $125 deposit is required
University Apartments Feature
Spacious Living - over 1,800 sq. ft. per apartment (double the space of other apts.)
4 Large Bedrooms - Storage and Recreation Space - Comparable Utility Rates - Newer Appliances 
Ample Parking - Country Setting - Privacy - Convenience 
Located Just North of Campus on Rich Street
y
University Apartments, formerly Rich Street Apartments, Is now owned by Paul and Diane Black o f Allendale.
With eight years of management experience, Paul and Diane are most sensitive to senring the housing needs of G  VSU students.
For More Information call 895-5086
____ w-’w V.v I
m
STUDENT SENATE NEWS
Last week's topics at the Student Senate 
meeting were smoking on campus and the 
installation of emergency phones. Due to 
smoke increasing the rate of decay in the 
books on the second floor of the library, it 
was concluded that a separate room for 
smokers should be provided. .
The second area in question was the Deli 
in the lower Commons. There have been 
many complaints by non-smokers about the 
smoke that easily circulates around the room 
because of the outside door. No solutions
were given, but one idea raised was the 
possibility of a separate eating area near the 
Deli for smokers.
The installation of emergency phones 
outdoors around campus was also 
discussed. The phones would be used for 
dialing security and would be placed in dark 
or secluded areas of campus. Locations 
suggested were the Little Mac bridge, on the 
walk between Loutit and Kirkhof and 
between campus and the Campus View and 
Grand Valley apartments.
Join the Student Senate and make a difference!
S tudent Senate e lection pe tition ing M onday, M arch 13 to Friday, M arch 24
Student Senate meetings are every Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Portside room, KC 
Everyone is welcome to attend.
For more information contact the Student Activities office
t
the Lanthorn
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Affirmative Action: 
More than a job...
Lanthorn Editorial
Affirmative Action has been a hot topic in the Michigan news over the 
past few weeks. The “preferential” hiring of a Black by the Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra, the recent celebration of Black History Awareness 
Month, and recent charges of alienation leveled at the Detroit Pistons by 
the PUSH organization have all worked to point the spotlight at the ideals 
and deeds of Affirmative Action. Locally we see the University at last 
establishing a full time position to support Affirmative Action.
Perhaps it’s time to step back and regain some perspective.
Many people seem to be under the impression that the Affirmative 
Action program is nothing but a device to allow Blacks to jump ahead 
in the hiring process. Nothing could be further from the truth. Affirmative 
Action uses administrative measures to work toward the removal of 
barriers that exist in our society. The major barriers to be overcome are: 
a lack of equal opportunity in employment among all American people. 
This is not limited to Blacks.
The employment “re-enfranchisement” is extended to women, regard­
less of race; to ethnic minorities, such as Hispanics and Asians; to 
veterans who find themselves confronting stereotyped images of “crazy” 
or “troubled” Vietnam vets; and to ethnic minorities regardless of sex. It 
is meant to overcome traditions that, regardless of improving intentions, 
still find women, blacks, vets and others greatly underemployed and 
underpaid in relation to white men of equal qualifications. The half of the 
GVSU student body that are women should take note— when you leave 
here you can expect to earn significantly less than men who hold the same 
degree. Live on 20% less salary for a while and see if you don’t feel the 
need for some affirmative action.
But Affirmative Action programs are greater in scope than just 
employment. They also seek to ensure access to basic freedoms in this 
country— the freedom to enter a building if you live in a wheelchair; the 
freedom to receive the same quality of education regardless of where you 
live; the freedom to feel that you have the chance (not a guarantee of suc- 
cess) to go as far as voqjan. ,
Women have been exploited (paid less, respected less, challenged less) 
for thousands of years, around the world. Blacks have been exploited in 
this country since before this was a country. The handicapped have 
always been shutout, both literally and figuratively. Affirmative Action 
is not a matter of the “have nots” trying to take from the “haves”. The 
issue isn ’ t the “have nots”— the issue is those people who have been rele­
gated to being "can't haves". Affirmative Action is a step toward letting 
:veryone in this country know that “can’t” doesn’t live here anymore.
Affirmative Action is a walk down a new road for America. Like 
anyone learning to walk, we’ll stumble a few times. But even with our 
occasional missteps, we should remember that we’re still going farther 
than if we never got off our duffs at all.
the
Question:
't
D id airline 
strikes and ice 
storms take the 
fun out of your 
spring break?
Mf
Yvonne Houck 
Jr., Biology
"No, I planned my wedding the 
whole time."
Cyntbia Boss 
So., English
"Yes, Iwas supposed to fly out of 
Grand Rapids, but I was delayed 
by fog. On my flight back, an 
engine caught fire and we had to 
make an emergency landing."
L arry  Petrick 
Jr., Accounting
"No, I din't travel anywhere. I 
worked full-time over break."
Heidi Parent
Sr., Sociology/ Anthropology 
"Sure did, I spent 6 hours driving 
on a sheet of ice at 30 miles an 
hour. It got worse when the semi 
in front of me slid off the road..."
Damon Smith 
Fr., Photography
"Yes! My girlfriend's parents 
were supposed to go theCayman 
Islands for the week but their 
flight was canceled."
the Wa r  °N  PRUg S
PeSt RoY THE CRbPs,
execute The Pushers 
and rehabilitate 
the u s e r s .
S ubsipize  The  c r o p s , 
e xo n e r a te  The Pushers
ANP BLAME 
THE USERS.
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Area Campus Bugged 0 Frosh
Just as Spring is hot on the heels of winter, the flu bug is following f r vc \ »h>n h
nes
The three strains o f flu loose op campuses—two of Type A and one o 
‘ty p e  B — have basically the same efffect cm a person: high fever, dehydra 
lion, headaches and body aches.
“It’s played havoc with my life. It was Ukeafriend who just wouldn’tgc 
away " said Antonio Valerio, a Hope College Freshman who added tha 
nearly all of the 25 people on his dorm floor shared the malady.
At Hope, health services director Sharon Blanksma noted traffic at th< 
clinic fell “down to a normal bad” soon after administrators announcer
rti" t f c *
(CPS) More than half of this year’s 
college freshmen used an illegal drug 
before they graduated from high 
school, the National Institute on 
jDrug Abuse (NIDA) estimated in a 
report issued Feb. 28.
In general, however, drug use 
among the people who were seniors 
in high school during the 1987-88 
school year was at its lowest recorded 
level since 1975, the survey, done 
by the University of Michigan and 
sponsored by NIDA, found.
“The news is very encouraging,”
NOT
ALL MBA’S 
ARE
CREATED
EQUAL
' i f ' i l  t t K r n  I ' S.  >I,'.if I )(' M D f l
s K.ipi. if ■ •. ( ,MAI pn-|)( (Mirsc
a ik c .t  . < )i jr f jusif u -ss T.i (, ill
)A director Charles Schuster said 
at a Washington, D.C., press 
conference announcing thefindings.
But research directo’r Lloyd 
Johnston of Michigan warned the 
numbers may not accurately reflect 
crack use in high school because 
crack users frequently drop out 
before they become seniors, and thus 
wouldn’t be counted in the NIDA 
survey, which sent questionnaires 
to 16,300 seniors at 135 campuses.
The answers indicated that 21 
percent of the seniors had used
marijuana within the prior year, 
while the use of cocaine, 
hallucinogens, and PCP inched 
downward.
Alcohol and cigarettes remained 
the most frequently used drugs in 
high schools, NIDA discovered. 
Almost 64 percent of the seniors 
said they’d had a drink within the 
previous 30 days. Twenty-nine 
percent of the seniors said they’d 
had a cigarette during the same 30- 
day period.
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED  
DONATING PLASMA?
But...You aren’t sure what plasma is used 
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, burn and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation. _
Plasma donations require 1 & 7/2 hours o f your time.
You can earn $25.00 and help others 
by donating plasma twice each week.
Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location. 
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER 
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE 
GRAND RAPIDS 
241-6335
10255-95 42nd Avenue 
Allendale. Ml 49401 
(616) 895-6678
FALL RENTAL INFORMATION
*New tenant sign-ups will begin at 9am, March 16th, 1989 at the swim­
ming pool office. An initial $115.00 deposit is required.
*CAMPUS VIEW Apartments is now leasing for next fall for CAMPUS VIEW  ten­
ants. RETURNING students mdy sign up prior to March 3rd, 1989 by contacting
apartment management.
: ■ -------------------------------------------------------
•Studio, one bedroom and two bedroom floor plans offered for one to six people.
•Fully furnished, including drapes, sofa or loveseat, end tables and lamps, twin beds, desks,
chairs, chest/dresser
_^_________________________ *Quiet buildings provided. ______
For more i n f o r m a t i o n , c a l l  (616 )  8 9 5 - 6 6 7 8
be tween  1 -  5pm
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Can T hey M ake You Laugh? The Other
Brad Stine, Craig Anton and Emery Emery Photo/ Kramer Ageny
By Stu Mackenzie 
Features Editor
If Spring Break has left you a 
little burned out (or burned up), the 
Night Club Series has some 
medicine for you.
We Can Make You Laugh comes 
to campus on Thursday, March 16, 
in the Kirkhof Center. The show, 
starting at 9 pm in the Promenade 
Room, is the same comedy format 
that touched off the careers of such 
characters as Gallagher and Bruce 
Baum.
Three cojnediaps will pit 
themselves against students in a race 
against the clock, attempting to 
make thecontestants laugh. If you’re 
still straight-faced after the jokers’ 
time is up, you’re in line for 25 tiny 
portraits of our first president.
While you may feel confident that 
the "A” you got on your PHI 101 
paper about Stoicism guarantees you 
a shot at the green stuff, please bear 
in mind that professional comics 
are at work here.
The show starts out with each of
the three funnymen doing 20 
minutes of his own brand of standup. 
Be prepared for a repertoire that 
includes “sissy jugg ling” 
(handkerchiefs), some zany 
unicycling, and the chance to toss 
around Mike the Goose. Having 
“primed the pump”, the second half 
of. the show, the serious part, gets 
under way.
Each of the three comics gets two 
minutes to try to coax a grin, giggle, 
guffaw or outright yuck from 
randomly selected contestants. The 
only restrictions on the comedians 
are that they can ’ t touch contestants, 
or resort to “blue” humor. (OK, so 
now you know Sam Kinnison isn’t 
going to be on stage...)
Instead, participants will find 
themselves up against Brad Stine, 
Craig Anton, and Emery Emery. 
These guys are good enough that 
theiractisseenatupto lOOcampuses 
a semester, and they don ’ t keep their 
jobs by letting you keep a straight 
face.
Ona visit to CMU at the beginning
of February last year, only two of 
the 16contestants were able to keep 
ittogetber long enough to walkaway 
with $25.
Other than dead people, the trio 
says that the toughest nuts to crack 
are athletes (maybe it’s from being 
around all that officiating). But 
whether you’rea bruiser ora cruiser, 
this is one show that takes itself 
seriously enough to bet you that 
“We Can Make You Laugh.”
Turning funny business into a one- 
two punch isn’t easy, but the 
Program Board hopes to deliver its 
best shot in Mhrch with the 
appearance of Stuart Moss on 
Tuesday, March 21, at 9 pm in the 
Crow’s Nest in Kirkhof Center.
Moss is a newcomer to the college 
circuit. He’s played such houses as 
Catch a Rsisng Star and the 
Improvisation, and works as a 
regular opener for Kenny G.
He’s also been seen on Showtime 
and USA Network’s Night Flight, 
as well as an episode of Miami Vice.
I went for a boatride the other day 
and it ended up being aratherfateful 
trip. It started from a tropic port 
aboard this tiny ship. The mate was 
a mighty sailin’ man, the Skipper 
brave and sure. Five passengers set 
sail that day for a three hour tour.
A three hour tour. Just the thing 
for Spring Break.
Krarakkk!
The weatherstartedgetting rough, 
our tiny ship was tossed. If not for 
the courage of the fearless crew our 
boat would have been lost. I’m sure 
we would have been lost I think 
that I am lost.
The ship set down on the shore of 
some uncharted desert isle. So we 
got out.
We had drifted into a beautiful 
lagoon.with crystal clear water. All 
of a sudden the jungle exploded 
with hundreds of natives. They 
circled us on the beach.
“Bothatsbo abo bobabebo!" the 
natives screamed.
“What’d they say Professor?” 
asked the Skipper.
“They said they must take one of 
us prisoner,” theProfessoranswered 
with surety.
“Wrong,” I reprimanded, “they 
said Ginger’s a babe."
The chieftain nodded and led his 
crew to the water where they began 
paddling furiously for the next 
island.
We heard a helieppter above. I 
took my mirror and started sending
a flashing signal to it. Gilligan 
started running around like a crazy 
fool and shattered the minor to 
pieces.
I looked at him in disgust. 
“Well,” I said, “you’re not going 
to have a chance to do that again.” I 
took a piece of rope and tied him 
securely to a tree.
“Hey!” said the Skipper, “you 
can’tdo that, he’s supposed to keep 
us stuck here 80 episodes, and 
besides, that’s my little buddy.
Within seconds the Skipper was 
tied up next to him.
“We are approximately 300miles 
away from Hawaii,” the Professor 
reported.
“Oh no!" screamed Thurston 
Howelim, “Lovey and I can’tstand' 
it. I’ll give a million dollars to 
anyone who gets me off this island.”
I seized the opportunity. “Double 
it and we’ll have a deal.”
“Done,” agreed the millionaire. 
“Okay, Hawaii is that island right 
there, it’s about a 50-yaid swim."
Professor looked around 
sheepishly, “I ’ve been wrong 
before.”
I’d had enough of his foolishness 
so I tied him up to a tree, too. The 
Howells had “gone swimming” and 
since Mary Ann was just standing 
around I tied her up for good 
measure.
That left just me, and Ginger, on 
Glynnigan’s Island. Just the thing 
for Spring Break.
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Dangerous Liaisons 
At long last this film is playing in 
Grand Rapids, at Studio 28. Dan­
gerous Liaisons has been nominated 
for Best Picture and Best Actress 
(Glenn Close), among other Acad -
emy Award categories. This is a 
fantastic film of seduction, intrigue, 
and passion among the upperclasses 
of pre-revolution France in the late 
1700’s.
Glenn Close plays a noblewoman 
whose entire life involves schemes 
to destroy others by seduction and 
humiliation. John Malkovich plays 
a viscount with a talent for seduc­
tion and deceit. Both Close and 
Malkovich give the performance of 
their lifetimes, playing characters
By Andrew Kar 
■ ^ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 l
that are required to appear superfi­
cial and foppish, yet underneath are 
dangerous people to cross.
Giving strong supporting per­
formances are Michelle Pfieffer as 
a virtuous noblewoman and Uma 
Thurman as a fifteen-year old that 
Malkovich seduces. The most in­
teresting supporting player is Keanu 
Reeves, whose portrayal of a young 
music teacher here is a total contrast 
to his airhead in Bill and Ted’s 
Excellent Adventure.
Dangerous Liaisons is rated R.
Lean on Me
Joe Clark is that much publicized 
bat-brandishing principal of real- 
world, troubled Eastside High
School in New Jersey. In this movie, 
Morgan Freeman portrays the con­
troversial Clark as the only chance 
Eastside had. Lean on Me is a film 
that carries a message of hope for 
the future of inner city schools.
The movie depends almost en­
tirely on Freeman’s powerful, 
emotional portrayal of Joe Clark. 
Clark is presented as an obsessive 
hothead who chooses to use a 
“tough-love” approach to dealing 
with what Eastward High has be­
come. He starts his term as princi­
pal by first throwing out every crimi­
nal and thug in the building. He 
steps up security, finally locking all 
the doors, creating a fire h;
His unorthodox approach slowly 
starts to pay off.
Freeman is amazing as the explo­
sive Clark. Charging onto the screen 
with such confidence and bravado 
that any behavior he adopts seems 
totally normal. The film also sports 
fine portrayals by Robert Guillaume 
and Beverly Todd.^but no one 
touches Freeman’s performance.
Lean on Me is rated PG-13, and 
is playing at Studio 28.
V i d e o  G e m s
By Robert Bennett
Features Writer
Good news! The Housing 
Department has begun a video rental 
service for students who live on- 
campus. Videotapes are available 
at the Ravine Center between the 
hours of 9 am - 10 pm daily.
The best part of the deal is that 
there is no charge to rent videos, just 
a one dollar per day late fee. This 
late charge will be continued for a 
maximum of five days at which 
time the student will be billed for 
the cost of the tape itself, which
dollars to ninety dollars (Ouch!). 
So be sure to get those tapes back in 
on time!
Tapes can be rented for one day at 
a time and no more than two tapes 
can be taken out at a time per student 
Students wishing to check out a 
video should be warned that they 
will have to part with their student 
ID or other proof of identity until 
the tapes are relumed. Tapes must 
be rewound when relumed, or a 
$.50 rewind fee will be charged.
With over 150 tapes to choose
from, students should have no 
problem in finding films to fit their 
tastes. Rick Hanke, Director of 
Housing, notes that approximately 
$1000 will be allocated to upgrade 
the video library annually. 
Donations of original copies of 
movies will also be gratefully 
accepted. But please, no pomos.
Here's one to keep your eyes 
peeled open for:
Casino Royale
The ultimate spy spoof, and a 
must-see for anyone who has ever 
watched a James Bond movie!
This comedy sports five different
thousands. David Niven plays the 
original (and sometimes nutty) 
James Bond 007 who is has been 
called out of retirement by every 
law enforcement agency in the 
world. Cast includes Woody Allen 
as little Jimmy Bond (Niven’s 
nephew), Peter Sellers, Ursula 
Andress, and Orson Welles. Watch 
for cameo appearances by George 
Raft, John Huston, William Holden 
and Jean-Paul Belmondo. Terrific 
soundtrack by Herb Alpert and the 
Tiajuana Brass.
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Author Chaim Potok to Lecture on "New Worlds"
By Stu Mackenzie
Features Editor
Chaim Potok, one of America’s greatest living 
storytellers, will visit theGVSU campus during the last 
week of March. He will be presenting two lectures on 
-the  topic of “Encountering New Worlds”.
Potok's lectures offer an opportunity for broader 
insight into the themes of people’s struggles 
unfamiliar cultural surroundings that have drawn 
millions of readers to his six bestselling novels. An 
inspiring speaker and accomplished educator, Potok 
in tune with issues that concern students.
Potok majored in English at Yeshiva University, and 
went on to receive his rabbinical ordination and a 
degree in Hebrew Literature from the 
Theological Seminary of America in New York. A year 
later he became a chaplain with the US Army, and 
served a tour in Korea 
combat engineer battalion.
He later received a Ph.D. in philosophy from the 
University of Pennsylvania. He has taught there and at 
Bryn Mawr, Potok also served as Editor-in-Chief of the 
Jewish Publication Society from 1965 to 1974, 
additionally working on the third volume of the 
Society’s monumental Bible Translation Project 
In addition to his literary and educational interests, 
Potok is an accomplished painter, creating and exhibiting 
Expressionist landscapes and still-lifes.
Philosophy, art, faith, religion, war and personal 
growth are only some of the ingredients that Potok uses 
to illustrate the potentials and pitfalls inherent to people 
in transition from one cultural context to another, from 
one personal context to another.
Although his characters and the worlds they inhabit 
are Jewish, Potok has a gift for weaving the stories of 
their lives into a tapestry that compels readers to find
present two
lectures, one at 7:30 pm on March 28 at the L.V. Eberhard Center, 
and the second at 10 am on March 29 at the Louis Armstrong 
Theater. Admission is open to the public, and is free of charge.
personal similarities rather than differences. These 
powerful invitations to forge common bonds with what, 
to most readers, are uncommon characters and settings. 
These are the are the very same devices Potok’s 
characters use to overcome their own anxieties and 
disorientations.
The feelings of affinity and trust that Potok’s stories 
generate in his readers thus become a hands-on 
demonstration of the feelings and adjustments his 
protagonists take as they too enter worlds of people and 
settings that they find uncommon.
These are not books that talk so much to readers about 
people’s growth experiences. These are works that 
allow the reader to do a growth experience, with the 
book.
It is just this quality of involvement that prompted 
Professor Milt Ford to include Potok’s My Name is 
Asher Lev in the Life Journey syllabus.
Other works by Potok include The Chosen, a 
sometimes bittersweet yet fulfilling account of the 
friendship between a pair of Hasidic and Orthodox boys 
moving into adulthood, cast against the background of 
their own changing expectations and their parents’ 
dreams of their futures.
In Davila's Harp, Potok tells the story of a girl’s 
development within a cultural tradition that denies 
women an equal share of spiritual expression with men. 
Cut off from learning and worshiping as her feelings 
demand, she encounters others sharing her dilemma of 
having to adjust to a culture’s judgment of 
“unacceptability”. Through their examples she learns 
how to accept her status as outsider, and from this she 
gains the strength to define herself on her own terms.
Other works, all bestsellers, are The Promise, In the 
Beginning, and The Book o f Lights.
,  Potok’s lectures are open to all students and the 
public.
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G R A N D  VALLEY APARTM ENTS have: 
* sun bathing balconies & patios 
* clubhouse *fire pit on grounds 
Jfc The alternative you deserve.
L m M  GRAND VALLEY V APARTMENTS
Right on the edge of campus
PHONE: 895-6351
Overheard in the Halls: 
"Bankrupt the Contras- 
Boycott Cocaine!"
GVSU
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Your education will not end with graduation As a graduate 
nurse at Rochester Methodist Hospital, you will receive a
further develop your professional skills Beyond orientation 
you will have the challenges and the growth opportunities 
that a world-class medical center can provide
Graduate Nurses apply now for positions available in 1989 
Starting salary $26,228 Attractive benefit package
Rochester Methodist Hospital is an 800-bed Mayo 
Foundation Hospital Choose challenge Choose growth 
Choose Rochester Methodist Hospital
Rochester Methodist Hospital, Personnel Services. 
Nursing Recruitment Sectipn, 201 West Center Street 
Rochester. MN 55902, (507) 286-7091 (Collect)
Rochester Methodist Hospital
A MAYO FOUNDATION HOSHTAl 
A n  Equa l  Opportunity  Em ployer
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ACROSS
1 Oriental nurae 
5 Night birds .
9 Clsanlng utantll
12 Story
13 Region •
14 Tima gone by
15 Printer's 
measure
16 Sagacious 
16 Marry
20 Paid notice 
22 intertwine 
24 Rodents 
27 Matures 
29 Stalk
31 Small rug
32 Calumniate 
34 Wild plum
36 Japanese 
drama
37 Repeals 
39 Vegetable
41 Symbol tor 
toHudum 
4a Pease for
44 8trtp  of leather 
48 Term inate 
47 M akee lace 
49D lreets  
50 Halt
62 Knocks 
54 Fulfill
65 By way of 
87 Food fish 
69 Pronoun 
61 Fem ale deer
63 Twirled
65 Evergreen tre f  
67 Those holding
office
66 Sly look 
69 Carry
DOWN
1 Devoured
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
2nd Annual Literary Fest 
Promises ^  Full Day
2 Control
3 Indian mulberry
4 Chop
5 Fertile spots in 
desert
1 2 3 4 .
12
l£
6 Takes from
7 French article
8 Carpenter's tool
9 Title of respect
10 King of Bashan
11 River In Italy 
17 Negative prefix 
19 Teutonic deity 
21 Erase: printing 
23 Succor.
25 Equivalent In 
value
26 Bends
27 Lessens
28 Transgressions 
30 Cries like a cow 
33 Redact
35 G irl's name 
38 Asterisk 
40 Dry
43 Sculptured 
likeness 
46 Pigeons
48 Spirit: colloq.
51 Greek letter 
53 Symbol for tin 
56 Viper 
58 Suitable
60 Diocese
61 Roman gods
62 Attached to 
64 Hebrew letter 
66 Maiden loved
by Zeus
The second annual Grand Valley 
Literary Festival takes place Friday, 
March 17 on the main campus. The 
event, with its fiction and poetry 
readings, films, and energetic 
discussions, will be memorable and 
pleasurable and non-academic. The 
goal is to celebrate the power of 
literature. A full day of events has 
been scheduled.
Two successful young writers, 
David Weaver and Pat Bridges, will 
be on hand to discuss and read from 
their work. Both artists are 
especially sensitive to ambiguity. 
Both are concerned with presenting 
English as it is spoken by i real 
Americans.
Weaver has published his fiction 
in Crescent Review, Puerto del Sol, 
Poetry Flash, Scream, and 
elsewhere. He is a three-time 
Pushcart Prize nominee for work 
appearing in the literary magazines. 
More recently, for a manuscript 
judged alongside hundredsofothers 
by Grace Paley and Robert Pinsky, 
he was awarded the Writers 
Exchange Award. His characters
are often hard-boiled, sometimes 
excruciatingly funny, always real. 
Their milieu is the suburban south. 
Weaver attended graduate school 
at Bowling Green State University 
in northwest Ohio, but otherwise 
hails from Raleigh,North Carolina.
Patricia Bridges received her 
MFA in creative writing from the 
Univesrity of Oregon. Her first 
collection of poems, WHere is the 
Wilderness? was nominated for the 
1984 Pushcart Prize.Her work has 
also been recognized through an 
award from the AAUW, and in the 
1986 L.W. Branigan Memorial 
Competition sponsored by Negative 
Capability Press.
Currently she is a Visiting 
Instructor of English and Creative 
Writing at GVSU.
The festival begins at9 a.m. with 
refreshments. Weaver will read at 
10, Bridges at 11. Literary films 
will be shown at noon, and small 
group open readings and 
discussions, to which participants 
should bring their own poetry and 
fiction, are scheduled for lpm . An
Governor Offers Summer Opportunities, 
Dollars in Public Policy Planning Internships
Twenty-one Fall of 1989 Juniors 
and Seniors from Michigan’spublic 
and private colleges will gain first­
hand experience in the field of 
public policy this summer. Interns, 
assigned to Governor Blanchard, 
Lieutenant Governor Griffith, and 
to each of the nineteen State 
Department Directors, will woric 
on the cutting edge of policy 
making.
The 1989 Governor’s Executive 
Interns will be announced by April 
31; interns will work in Lansing 
from June 19 to August 25,1989.
All Michigan college students
who will be Juniors and Seniors by 
the fall of 1989may apply directly 
to the G overnor’s office. 
Promotional materials are displayed 
around Grand Valley’s campus. In 
addition, Grand Valley will make 
institutional recommendations for 
Internships.
Applications are available in the 
Administration Office on the first 
floor of Zumberge Library and in 
Dean Merkle’s officeon the second 
floor of the Kirkhof Center. Call 
Jean Enright, Executive Assistant 
to the President, 895-2180, or Bart
Mericle, Dean of Students, 895- 
3585, if you have any questions of 
heed anymore information. All 
applications for institutional 
endorsement must be submitted to 
Jean Enright, Executive Assistant 
to the President, first floor of 
Zumberge Library, by March 24.
Interns will be exposed to a full 
range of State Government 
operations and will attend seminars 
and complete a project that 
complements what they are learning 
on the job.
Salaries will range from 9.02 an
hour for Juniors to $10.08 an hour 
for Seniors. Housing arrangements 
will be available through Michigan 
State University.
For additional eligibility criteria 
and program requirements, pick up 
an application form.
Next Fall’s Juniors and Seniors 
are encouraged to apply. A 
Committee composed of faculty, 
staff, and students will select Grand 
Valley’s Institutional Recommen­
dation. However, all applications 
will be forwarded to the Governor’s 
Office.
open conversation with Weaver and 
Bridges will occur at 1:45 pm. The 
winners of two separate creative 
writing contestants—the Grand 
Valley Literary Festival contest for 
area high school students and the 
Oldenburg contest for GVSU 
students—will read from their, 
stories and poems at 2:45.
The judges of the high school 
competition, poet Rosa Maria 
Arenas and fiction writer Leonora 
Smith, will be on hand to discuss 
creative writing with the high school 
students. Arenas is the recipientof 
Michigan Arts Council grant and 
was a featured reader at the 
Michigan Poetry Festival in 1980 
and 1986. Smith, who teaches 
American Thought and Language 
at Michigan State University, has 
published widely; she has a new 
story in the Third Coast Anthology 
of Michigan Writers.
The festival, sponsored by the 
Department of English, is free. The 
public is cordially invited to attend. 
All events will be held in the 
Promenade Deck at Kirkhof Center.
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Singin’ in the Rain
Probably the best American musical ever produced. The plot centers 
around the 1920’s and how Hollywood was gearing up for the arrival of 
talking motion pictures (talkies). Gene Kelly directs and stars as a 
successful silent screen star ready to make the jump to talkies except for 
one thing, his beautiful co-star(Jcan Hagen) has the voice of a choked 
mockingbird. The dance scenes were choreographed and directed by 
Kelly himself and among the best that the world has ever seen.
ARDEN’S
The Authorized I
Professional 
Photographic 
Headquarters 
of West Michigan
ARDEN’S
PHOTOMART/AUDIO«VISUAL. INC.
1000 W FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881
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WEST M IC H IG A N ’S 
ALTERNATIVE DANCE 
MUSIC PARTY
Thursday, March 16, Club Eastbrook 
Doors Open, at 9:00 p.m.
Groups who's records dre scheduled to perform: 
CURE • FRONT 242 • DEPECHE MODE • NEW ORDER 
^ H T M R - E B i- ^ - T H E - C U I J - ^ - S lS I C R S - O P - M E R C I L ^ .
The List Goes On And On.
BE A PART OF WEST MICHIGAN'S MUSIC REVOLUTION
MUST BE 19 TO ENTER
COOL ATTIRE IS REQUIRED
COVER CHARGE $ 5 .0 0  UNDER 21 /  $ 4 .0 0  OVER 21 
MORE INFO: 732-CLUB
CLUB EASTBROOK BEHIND EASTBROOK MALL GRAND RAPIDS
Resumes
AT&T
The right choice.
4 3 3 5  L a k e  M i c h .  Or. N . W.  
( In  S l a n d a l a  V i l l a g e  Ma l l )  
G r a n d  R a p i d s ,  Ml  4 9 5 0 4  
7 9 1 - 9 5 0 0
Afterabrief period of dormancy, 
the Pre-Law club is once again in 
full swing. The club has spent the 
past month reorganizing and 
electing officers. The new officers 
are: Lee Flaherty- President, 
Michael Barbee- Vice President, 
Rob Wortelboer- Treasurer, and 
Sharon Vanderwall- Secretary.
The club wants to help students 
who are interested in a legal career 
get the information they need to 
make the proper educational 
decisions.
On February 22 the group was 
addressed by attorney Bill Rohn, a 
1976 GVSU grad, who is presently 
a partner in the prestigious Grand 
Rapids law firm of Vamum, 
Ridderring, Schmidt, and Howlett. 
Rohn’s entertaining presentation 
was titled “Te/i Things Your 
Momma Never Told You About 
Law School and The Legal 
Profession."
44 No matter how 
■ bad they are, 
Grandma loves 
to hear the 
latest jokes.w
Rohn passed along such helpful 
advice as the qualities that law 
firms look for in new partners as 
well as the methods one must use 
to attain partnership.
On March 22, James Zoetewcy, 
a political science professor at 
Hope College, will be on campus 
to answer questions about how to 
choose the Law school which best 
suits a student’s needs and which 
courses as well as majors will 
benefit the most on the 
undergraduate level.
The Pre-law club is also planning 
a field trip this semester. On April 
7th, club members will visit Notre 
Dame’s Law School and have an 
opportunity to speak with 
admissions personnel, tour the 
campus and sit in on aclass. Details 
on expenses and sheduling are 
available from club officers or Dr. 
Baum.
The Pre-Law club’s advisor is 
Dr. William Baum. He has been 
the guiding force behind the 
organization as well as the main 
source of information for legal 
studies students here at Grand 
Valley. Without his assistance the 
task of soliciting speakers for the 
club wouldbemuchmoredifficult. 
Baum’s knowledge and experience 
are valuable resources for club 
members.
The club has an open door pol icy 
and warmly welcomes anyone 
interested in joining. One 
requirement for law school is 
involvement. Take advantage of 
the opportunity to do just that, and 
attend the next Pre-Law club 
presentation.
Com ing N ext: James
Zoeteway, Professor of Political 
Science at Hope College, will give 
an informal presentation at the Pre- 
Law club meeting on Wednesday, 
March 22 at 4:15 pm in 113 
Mackinac.
Professor Zoeteway will discuss 
careers in law, using his many 
years of experience and expertise 
to guide those present as to what 
courses and majors are most 
helpful at the undergraduate level. 
Zoeteway will also cover choosing 
the most appropriate law school, 
and the law school admission
process.
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Basketball 
Ends on Win; 
No Tourney 
Invitation
liy Mark Halstead
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley State basket­
ball team has expcricnecd the high 
and lows of sports in the past two
weeks.
On March 2, the L.akcrs ended 
their regular season with a con­
vincing 100-86 victory over Lake 
Superior Slate. The win insured 
GV of a second place finish in the 
Great Lakes Conference at 12-4, 
while increasing theiroverall mark 
to 22-6.
Under head coach Tom Ville- 
mure, Grand Valley looked for­
ward to receiving a post-season 
tournament bid in the NCAA II 
playoffs. This past Sunday, 
though, the Lakers bubble burst 
when they were not selected to the 
32 team field.
In NCAA II, there arc eight re­
gions throughout the country with
four teams from —-------------
each represent­ C harlic
ing the field. Mandt,
Grand Valley freshman.
was tied for works over
fourth with Bel- the head o f a
larminc (KY) in LSSU
the latest polls. defender in
hut lost out to Grand
them in the end, Willey’s last
as Bcllarminc conference
was chosen as Hume and
the fourth team victory
in the Great 
Lakes Region. They will play this
weekend at Kentucky Wesleyan.
All of tins came on die heels o( 
Rellarmine’s two losses by deci­
sive margins in dieir final twocon- 
tests. They also I unshed with a 
worse record. 21-7, than Grand 
Valley, who suffered four fosses 
b\ live points or less I wo of 
those defeats came against Perris 
State', the number one team m the 
nation, bv a com In tied eight points
In achieving victory number 27 
o\ er the Nik i I ..thef s ( rrand Valley 
bid farewell to three seniors. I d 
I tile h led the was w ltfi 7s points. 
a full' Kent Vi lersma and I errs 
N in it ft contributed 1 ’ and I s re 
spec lis els
It was sophomore I odd leaks 
w ho got the I ake’ts rolling early,
, ,>nng 11 of thi' team s lust I s 
points c im iut>' to 71 lot the game 
! lie h  7 guard c ounce Ic'd on 11 of
; 1 held goals  loi the contest and 
i !T Js i sa  sists and risen TWun.T
t i \  nes  c't t r a d e d  in the I it si l u l l
n I.Hilda. . a h '  to lead a- both 
1 al io shot  well  1 SSI -hot s e 
■ | s o|  c; (a » ’true w till,' ( ilaiiil 
. ill, . ' .a e . i ol Jo loi "7
I Ik n,\ olid lull si.ukd p-K'i lot 
< \  ,isthe", hnnidlhemsc'bestiail 
me t,n so w itlia little met 17 inin 
ijt.■ remaining I iik li them I,» 'k 
, oiitiol ol die e.iiiic as lie’ In! lor 
mile points duiin,' a I : s ( uand 
\ .dies run
Grapplers Claim 4 All 
Americans at Nationals
Women Netters Finish 
Off Lake Superior State
B \ I imnlli\ I’adot
sp.,1 Woler
The ( uand \ alles women s 
basked',ill learn c losod out their 
season on a high noie M.iich 7 
a n m - t  t are Sttjvrtot w-ltett th< v 
.link the S, mi 1 akei s Ps the si a ne 
ol 'O O
I at  Nupeiior nesei nailed m 
tin earn ni t il ten mmules leinain 
ine a ih. . olid hall whe'll< hand 
\ alles look die lead s | 4 ' I  In die 
nest ten nnnnles die I akeis held 
on lo then lead until die bu//er 
I he sec' saw hall le ol I he I ss o I ak 
eis ease die c lowd secen lies hut 
ouls i wo lead i lunges
Juinot lotssatd Karrie \\ ilhains
led all I aker scorers and reboun 
ders ss idi ;t I s point, I 7 Nurd |vr  
lot iii.uk e ( an ic Dillon c hipped 
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California, PA - On March 3,4 
and 5, Grand Valley State ad­
vanced six student-athletes u> the 
National Wrestling Champion­
ships in California, PA. Asa result 
of the outstanding performances 
and efforts of the team members, 
Grand Valley State finished in 
tenth place in the nation, claiming 
four All Americans. This brings 
the number of All Americans in 
Wrestling atGrand Valley to49- a 
greater number than any other 
collegiate wrestling program in 
Michigan.
Mike Gohn, a senior from 
Sparta, was the top Laker with his 
third place finish at the heavy 
weight class. This brought his 
record to 39-11, a new record for 
greatest wins in a season. In his 
final match, Gohn overpowered 
Eric Drenth of South Dakota State, 
8-3. Along the way to third in the 
nation, Gohn defeated Paul Haley 
of Lowell University by a fall at 
5:14, Jim Bcson of Ferris State, 8- 
1, Tim Pennie of Virgina State 7- 
1 and Ellis Wojociehowski, North 
Dakota State, 8-6. CoachJim Scott 
commented that “Mike pul it all 
together where he wanted to for 
the past three seasons. His All 
American achievement was a long 
time in the making.”
Scott Marvin, a sophomore from 
Bedford, ran his season record to 
34-17 by placing fourth at the 
tournament. Marvin placed him­
self among only a very few wres­
tlers at GVSU by becoming an All 
American as a sophomore.
Over the tournament weekend, 
Scott defeated Dave Calliguri of 
North Dakota State 17-9. Last
season, Roger Singleton, a former 
GVSU national champion, met 
Calliguri in the finals of the 88' 
tournament and defeated him by a 
score of 7-5. Marvin’s perform­
ance against this common oppo­
nent “gives us the power to know 
how our athletes match up from 
year to year in the true competitive 
sense,” commented Scott.
Pat Lambrccht, a sophomore 
form Lutheran East, achieved his 
All American honors by defeating 
Mike Snelling (Central Missouri 
S talc) 6-3, Eric Roberson of South­
ern Illinois University 4-0, Au- 
gustanaCollege’s Mike French by 
a 4-1 margin and Roy Heverly 
from Pembroke State University, 
4-0, in the 142 pound weight class. 
Lambrecht qualified as a third 
place finisher in the regional tour­
nament after having defeated all 
but the eventual runner-up in the 
nation, A1 Beaney from Ashland 
College. “His performance in the 
national tournament exemplifies 
the main thrust of our program— 
national tournament perform­
ance,” said Coach Scott.
Jim Price, a junior from Grand 
Ledge, took eighth place and All 
American honors at the 177 pound 
weight class. This put his season 
record at 35-17, and also set a 
record for most matches wrestled 
in a season. Perhaps the wrestler 
who has improved the most over 
his career at Grand Valley, Jim 
Price came to Grand Valley with­
out having qualified for the Michi­
gan State Wrestling Champion­
ships. Scott indicated that “every-
See GRAPPLERS, p 11
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By .Sarah Stinson
.Spurn Editor
It was a week of discovery for 
the Grand Valley baseball team as 
they spent a week competing 
against some of the stronger teams 
in Florida. They finished 3-4 in 
southern play, but their 
performance was even better than 
the record showed against the talent 
they faced.
GV started out strong in their 
first outing, dominating Widener 
University in an impressive 16-1 
showing. Grand Valley scored 
five in the first and seven in the 
fifth to seal their first win of the 
1989 season. Scott Nearpass led 
the barrage with his three hits and 
two runs. Mark Potter held 
Widener down on the mound for 
the Laker effort, allowing only two
Baseball Team Plays 
in Florida Over Break
hits in his four innings.
Widener made a late run at G V 
in the second game of the day, but 
Tim Schuppe’s fine pitching 
performance again held the 
opponent back in a 4-3 win. Ross 
Pleiness earned the save, chalking 
up three strikeouts.
Against Eckerd College on 
Wednesday, the Lakers lost, 3-2, 
despite outhitting them, 6-4.
Matt McMahon took the loss for 
GVSU, although he allowed only 
three hits and threw five strikeouts 
at Eckerd.
“We got some fine pitching 
performances from Schuppe and 
McMahon,” commented Assistant
Coach Rick Smith on the hurlers 
performance during the week.
Grand Valley took a loss to the 
University of Tampa on Thursday,
6- 1.
The Lakers faced their biggest 
challenge on Friday, when they 
faced two time defending Division 
II national champion Florida 
Southern. GVproved their strength 
as they banged out 11 hits, despite 
suffering a loss there.
The coaching staff had high 
praise for the hitters, especially for 
Chris Looney, Jeff Terpstra, Tim 
Smith and Scott Nearpass. “They 
did a fine job offensively,” 
commented Coach Andy Chopp.
"The schedule we played was 
really lough- it gave our billers a 
chance lo see some good pitching," 
Chopp added. During the week, 
the Lakers had faced two All 
American pitchers.
The Grand Valley team learned 
a lot about their potential during 
the trip, and will be making some 
changes to become a more effective 
team, especially in the pitching 
rotation. Chopp summed it up, 
saying, “We’ve got the makings of 
a pretty good team, we’ve just got 
to work to find the right 
combination."
Their first chance lo show off a 
different look will come this 
weekend, as they travel to Illinois 
to face Olivet Nazarene, and lo 
Indiana for a double header at the 
University of Indianapolis on 
Saturday.
Laker Runners Have a Successful Weekend
By Franklene Hodges
Sports Writer
The Lady runners held a Tri- 
Meet at Grand Valley on Friday, 
March 3. In the Men’s action, the 
Grand Valley men placed third in 
the meet, with their score of 38.5. 
The first place finisher was Calvin, 
with 76.5 and Hope, with 57, 
finished second.
The Laker men had a team leader
who helped accumulate their 
points, and they should be 
recognized for their great 
performance.
Nusan Mohammad blazed his 
way to victory in the 50 meter dash 
with his 5.8 second time. 
Mohammad did more for his team 
as he placed first in the 300 dash 
with a time of 36.2.
The Lady Lakers repeated 
another victory with a score of
105.67 to Hope’s 32 and Calvin’s 
29.33.
In the long jump, Leigh 
Ranburger was the star of the show 
with her great jump of 17-2.25. As 
for the high jump, Patti Ambrose 
continues to defeat She jumped 
high to obtain first place, with a 
leap of 5-3.75.
The Grand Valley relay team 
was once again successful. The 
200 victory was ran in the time of
1:49.0.
Mary Fran Peterlin and 
Franklene Hodges doubled up to 
be victorious in all of their running 
events. Peterlin started off the 
action by winning the 50 hurdles 
and 600. Hodges won both the 300 
and the 50 dash. Both women also 
contributed to the winning relay 
teams.
See RUNNERS, p. 11
Crew Warms 
Up in Georgia
By Gregg Martsuff
Sport* Writer
During spring break, thirty 
members of the Grand Valley crew 
team traveled to Augusta, Georgia 
for spring training. The annual
trip is helpful for getting a jump o n -----
the upcoming spring season during 
April. It is also used to introduce 
novice rowers to the training and 
racing regimen.
After two weeks of training in 
diverse weather ranging from mid 
20’s to mid 70’s, the novice team 
had three races against Augusta 
College on Friday, March 10. All 
races were 2000 meters.
The novice men’s lightweight 
4+ (Coenen, Bidagere, Brown,
Post, cox: Perakis) soundly beat 
Augusta by eightboatlengths. The 
novice women’s 4+ (Morrill, 
Johnson, Ludwig, Hansinger, cox: 
Richelle) were down by two seats 
at the 1000 meter point, but 
powerfully pulled through in the 
stretch and won by two boat 
lengths.
In the final event, the men’s 
novice heavyweight 4+, Grand 
Valley’s A boat (Campbell,
See CREW, p. 12
COLLEGE 
STUDENT INCOME
A good part-time job that doesn’t interfere with 
class schedules, student activities and study time is 
pretty tough to find in most college towns. That’s why 
the nearby Army Reserve makes so much sense to 
students.
‘After completing Basic Training and Advanced 
Individual Training, you serve one weekend a month 
(usually two 8-hour days, so Saturday and Sunday 
evenings are yours). And you earn over $80 a week­
end to start. You go to two weeks of annual training at 
full Army pay.
If a part-time income could help, stop by or call:
CALL COLLECT OR DIRECT: (616) 531-3700 
600 28th Street, SW 
Wyoming, Mi 49500-2852
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVE.
0o YOU ONLY K-WrtV VoUR. PRiEbJDS BY TwE CARS TUEy DRIVE ?
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March Madness Hits Grand Valley
Tim  M ark fllU ll ftHa
Pitt VS Ball Sim  
Louisville VS AK- Little Rock
n a
Louisville Louisville
Pitt
Louisville
m
Louisville
Missouri VS Creighton
i i o A i f c h
Missouri
OATech
Missouri
OATech
Missouri
OATech
Missouri
Florida VS CO State CO f e te Florida Florida : K ;  F lorida,
Syracuse VS Bttcknell Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse
Oklahoma VS E. TN State vwanoaiA Alt tatiAmaUKiaxioma Oklahoma
LaSalle VS Louisiana Tech LaSalle T fSatlc. LaSalle Tech
Virginia VS Providence Providence ; Providence Virginia Providence
Florida VS Middle TN State FSU FSU FSU FSU
Michi^feriVS Xavier Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan
Alabama VS South Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama S. Alabama
UCLA VS Iowa State t f j j j f U C L A . ■ m i IowaSL ' UCLA
NC VS Southern NC NC NC NC
Kansas State VS Minnesota Kansas Sl : Kansas Sl KansasSL Kansas S t
Stanford VS Siena Stanford Stanford Stanford Stanford
West Virginia VS Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Tennesse WV
Duke VS SC State Duke Duke Duke Duke
Georgetown VS Princeton Georgetown Georgetown Georgetown Georgetown
Vanderbilt VS Notre Dame Vanderbilt ND Vanderbilt ND
NC State VS S. Carolina NC State NC State NC State . N C Sl
Iowa VS Rutgers Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa
Arizona VS Robert Morris Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona
St. Mary’s VS Clemson Sl Mary’s Clemson Clemson Clemson
Memphis State VS Depaul Memphis Memphis Depaul Depaul
UNLV VS Idaho UNLV UNLV UNLV UNLV
Oregon State VS Evansville Oregon Sl Oregon Sl Oregon Sl Oregon S t
Seton Hall VS SW Missouri Seton Hall Seton Hall Seton Hall Seton Hall
Texas-El Paso VS LSU TX El Paso LSU USU TX-El Faso
Indiana VS George Mason Indiana Indiana Indiana Indiana
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Sandra .Terrel ran two long 
distance races, the 1,500 and the 
1,000 run, and she left a gap in 
each race, also earning a double 
win in her events.
Lady runner Laura Moore 
dominated the 3,000 run with her 
time of 10:53.1. Immediately 
following was an outstanding 
performance from Trena Yonkers. 
She placed first in the 800 run with 
a sprinting time of 2:27.0.
The girls took first place in all of 
the events except two, and Kristal 
M aclnmd-Regina B rew er^ds^ 
cannot be forgotten for their 
performances.
Mack continues to lead in the 
400 with her improving time of 
57.7. Brewer took first in the triple 
jump with a leap of 34-4.5.
After the Grand Valley Tri- 
Meet, the women’s track team
reunited over springbreak to attend 
the Spring Arbor Invitational. 
They won the first place trophy 
wirth their dominant score of 112- 
47. Four teams participated in the 
meet, with Hope College coming 
in second behind Grand Valley.
The women were determined to 
win with the few team members 
who participated. The Lakers 
worked together as a team and 
cameouton top, showing no mercy 
while sprinting past many of their 
opponents.
Anewaddition to the Lady Laker 
team is freshman Angela Frick. 
She participated in her very first 
meet, competing in the long jump, 
placing first with a leap of 17-9. 
Frick placed third in the 400 meter 
run, with an exceptional time of 
63.2, and she was a major 
contributing factor on the winning
mile relay team.
Krystal Mack palced first in the 
300 and400 dashes. Mack helped 
the mile relay and sprint medley 
relay win their victories.
Mary Fran Peterlin did a 
sensational job in her three events. 
She placed first in the 50 hurdles, 
the 600, and also participated in 
the mile relay.
The Laker long jumper and 
sprinter Regina Brewer turned out 
great perofrmances in the 50 and 
the long jump. Brewer ran a 
speeding time of 6.35 50, and she 
hit a third place 17’0-1/4 jump.
Patti Ambrose did very well in 
the high jump, receiving a first 
place medal with her jump o f 5-2, 
leading a 1-3-4 finish forG.V.
The girls will be competing in 
their last indoor meet of the seasoif 
on Friday at Aquinas at 3:30 p.m.
Will a Proportion 49 be Nccema?
Former IU Athlete
Romps in Pizza Bowl
(CPS) Alum Lenny McAbee, a 
6 T ,  290 pound former wreatler 
and football player at Indiana 
University, left his full-time job in 
Minneapolis lateon the evening of 
February 9, flew to Chicago and 
then drove four hours to Bloom­
ington in time to win the annual 
SpiritofSport All-Nigh ter’spizza- 
eating contest for the fourth year 
inarow .
For some reason, no one in the 
crowd was willing to question the
imposingly bulky McAbee’s eli­
gibility for the contest.
But McAbee, who credits his 
victories to ‘'practice” and to eat­
ing “the crust last," says he’ll re­
tire, which is good new for future 
competitors. Mike Lawhom, 
McAbee’s former roommate, re­
called McAbee ate 13 hamburgers 
in three minutes, and that “he 
ordered from Pizza Express so 
often that we got Christmas cards 
from them."
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one should take a lesson from the 
amount of dedication Jim puts into 
each and every practice session."
Both Jim Koerber, at 190, and 
Made Cosby at 150 competed in 
the national tournament, winning 
matches in their respective divi­
sions. Koerber won his first match 
against Randy Larsen o f Augus- 
tana before losing to the eventual 
third place finisher, Nate Toedter 
from S t Good State. Koerber’s 
season record of 35-14-2 puts him 
among Grand Valley State’s fin­
est wrestlers, with over 30 victo­
ries in a season.
Cosby, a sophomore from Stur­
gis, moved down from 158 pounds 
to 150 at the close of the season to 
qualify for the national tourna­
ment WinningbyafalloverChad 
Hawks from Pembroke State;
Cosby added extra points to the 
GV total for the 1989 NCAA 
Division II national tournament
Hie high quality performances 
by these six Grand Valley State 
wrestlers led to a tenth place finish 
for this year's team. This is the 
best NCAA n  finish in years for 
the Grand Valley wrestling team.
Portland State was tops in Divi­
sion n , scoring 102-1/2 points, 
and GLIAC member Ferris State 
took second with 56-1/4. Ashland 
finished just ahead ofGV, in ninth 
place, and LSSU was at the num­
ber 12 spot, These scores put four 
teams from Grand Valley State’s 
region among the top twelve in the 
country, wrapping up a very suc­
cessful season for GVSU and it’s 
local competition.
For Sale
F O R  '  SA L E : S chw inn
E xercise Bike. • E xcellen t 
condition. $150 or best offer. 
Call 895-5180. 24-itp
Act the Part. Look the Part. 
Get the Part.
n
i
i
i
i
S erv ices
W RITERS AND ARTISTS
for The Lanthorn. M ust be 
energetic, and able to meet 
deadlines. Prior experience 
preferred, but not necessary. For 
more info or to apply, stop into 
The Lanthorn office, lower level 
Kirkhof Center, 895-3120 or 
895-3608. tfhc
Before your next job interview let 
the innovative stylists at Custom Cuts Etc. desig n  
; look just /o r your character.--------------
RESEARCH PAPERS.
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog 
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025, 
Toll Free (800) 351-0222,
Ext. 33. VISA/MC OR COD.
tfnc
_ a winning
Looking for a fra te rn ity , 
s o r o r i t y  o r  s tu d e n t  
orgabization that would like to 
make $500 - $1,000 for a one 
week on-cam pus marketing 
project. Must be organized and 
hardworking. Call Jill or Corine
'Hecave a $2 discount on your ne# haircut unth this coupon (rep. $8). j
Besides cuts we give spiral perms, design wraps, highlights and color.! 
Come see us 9am-8pm Monday-Friday, 8:30pm-3pm Saturday. J
'Expires April 15, 1989 I
C U S T O M - C U T  S j
Mo Appointm ent Necessary g
791-9787 4335 I Jikc Michigan Drive (In ihc Siandaie Village Mall) g
T E R M  P A P E R S ,
RESUM ES, etc. Accurate, 
professional, reliable, reasonable. 
532-2960. 24-4tp
W a n ted
Non-sm oking, m ale studen t 
look ing  for a place to rent in 
Allendale area for the month o f 
April. Phone 895-6094 and leave 
a message. ----- 24-2tp
532-4117. 224028th S.W. (East of Byron Center Road in the Clinton Center)
at 1-800-592-2121. 24-ltp J
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted
for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first 
15 words. 15tf for each additional 
word. $1.00 for border. All ads 
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn 
office is in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The 
Lanthorn,  Grand Valley State 
University, Allendale, MI 49401. 
Deadline is six days prior to 
publication (Thursday at 5pm).
For our 10 words for $1 GVSU i 
student rate show your l.D. at the 
Lanthorn office.
1
I
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By Timothy Padot
Sporti Writer
I sincerely hope you basketball 
heads received your annual March 
Madness program, inserted as a 
special section in USA Today.
The giants are all ready to take on 
the midgets in the first round, but 
there aresome very interesting teams 
playing each other in the start 
1h» best opening game will 
feature the Explorers of La Salle 
and Louisiana Tech. LaSalleisled 
by an all junior cast including Mr. 
All-Around Lionel Simmons. He is 
second in the nation for sdorin&and 
sixth in rebounding. Simmons is 
listed in the MAAC leaders for 
sewing, rebounding, blocks, steals, 
and assists.
For Louisiana Tech, watch 6-9 
senior center Randy White. He is 
being taunted as a true muscle and 
meat player that could lead Tech 
past the first two rounds.
Another good matchup pairs 
Memphis S tale and the Blue Demons
ofDePaul. The Demons purposely 
beefed up their schedule to make it 
into the tournament, but bet on “the 
Bug” Elliott Perry to lead the Tigers 
to victory. I honestly feel MSU 
could carry into the final eight
The Midwest is definitely the best 
region and should produce a lot of 
good second round games. Georgia 
Tech and Pittsburgh could surprise.
In the Southeast conference, I feel 
North Carolina is playing the best 
ball right now. Oklahoma is not 
playing very well, but they still have 
the same weapons as when they 
were number one. The surprise 
teams for this region are Iowa State, 
La Salle, and Louisiana Tech.
The East belongs to the 
Georgetown Hoyas and only the 
Hoyas. John Thompson and the 
blue boys skated through the Big 
East tournament without sweating. 
This team looks like they are peaking 
at just the right time. Watch 
Tennessee and Minnesota for the 
upsets.
In the wild wild Weat, it looks like 
they will be tamed. I don’t see 
anybody who will shake up the 
tournament with awestruck 
spankings. Surprises could be 
Memphis State and LSU.
If you’ve followed college 
basketball for the last few years, you 
will remember that the regular 
seasons were fairly quiet and the 
tournament created all the parity. 
This year the parity has been 
plaguing every team like a disease. 
I hope that history doesn’t throw the 
fan in a reversal by letting all the 
favored teams win.
This tournament is a classic to 
basketball and athletics in general. 
It pulls the strings of this society’s 
tendency to root for the underdog. 
The Davids are all geared up to slay 
the Goliaths and the Cinderallas are 
getting fit for the glass slipper. ESPN 
kicks off this weekend’s games 
Thursday at noon and continues the 
first round festivities for three days 
of nonstop coverage.
r
TRIVIA
ANSWER
Last week I asked the question 
how many division 1 basketball 
team’s nicknames can you think 
of? As I promised, here are the 
15 teams I came up with.
1. N.C. State Wolfpack
2. Navy Midshipmen
3. Illinois Fighting lllim
4. Syracuse Orangemen
5. Sl Johns Redmen
6. Alabama Crimson Tide
7. Notre Dame Fighting Irish
8. Stanford Cardinal
9. Georgia Tech 
Rambling Rec
10. Tulane Green Wave
11. Tulsa Wave
11 Massachusetts Minutemen
13. Harvard Crimson
14. Cornell Big Red
15. Dartmouth Big Green
CRBW 
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Students
SM
Karla Hartline
Grand Valley State University • 
2nd Team Volleyball/ 
College Division • 
Hitter • 
Accounting Major • 
3.82 GPA • 
Senior •
Hometown: Stevensville, Ml •
Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans.®
They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their out­
standing academic records. They are the GTE Academic All-Americans, selected by the 
College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achievers— 
in the game as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 
37-year-old program and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic 
All-American achievements.
(SB
THE POWER IS ON
GTE Academic All-Am  erica Team
s~ E L E C T E D B Y C o S I D A
■Academic All America in a registered service mark with the U S Patent and Trademark Office
Reynolds, Pcrakis, Bohznon, cox: 
Huey) and B boat (Shifford, Kroger, 
Amy, Ducharme, cox: VanHouten) 
finished first and third respectively, 
in their five boat race.
With these results, the outlook for 
the team this spring is brighter than 
any team of the past. This year’s 
crop of excellent athletes should 
prove to be very successful, as the 
team has gradually worked up to the 
caliber of Grand Valley crews of the 
past The success of GV rowing 
will continue to build with time, as 
well as theaddition of moreathletes.
VAN’S
TROPHY SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR AWARD  
AND ENGRAVING NEEDS
INCLUDING:
TROPHIES 
PLAQUES 
MEDALS 
RIBBONS 
CERTIFICATES
7649 R IVERVIEW  DR. 
RIVERVIEW  PLAZA 
JENISON, Ml 49428
457-2540
EXPRESS POSTAL 
CENTERS
4335 Lake Mich. Dr. N.W.
(In Standale Village Mall) 
791-95C0
OKe'r- Bolow Good 
Until 6 30 39
$.50 OFF 
UPS
Shipments
With Student I.D. Card
$1.00 OFF 
PACKING
With Student I.D. Card
25% OFF
Any Stationery, 
Cards,
or Envelopes
With Student I.D. Card
25% "of” "
Packing Supplies 
Tape, Cartons,
| Styrofoam Peanuts | 
Bubble Wrap
With Student I.D. Card
